Neuroscience and psychoanalysis in theory and practice. What scientific evidence exists to support the techniques and assumptions of psychoanalysis? How has psychoanalysis affected neuroscience? How does the brain host the mind? This 10 week course will ask these and other questions through a study of both classic and contemporary research.


The course runs for 10 weeks from 7:15-8:30pm on the following dates:

September 10: JB. **Psychoanalysis and Neuroscience: definitions and relationship.**


*Optional textbook reading:* Chapter 7 & Chapter 9.

October 8: (Yom Kippur-No Classes)

*Optional textbook reading:* Chapter 8, Chapter 10, & Chapter 12.

October 29: JB. **The Female Brain and Other Narratives of Biological Determinism.**  

November 5: JB. **Conclusions and Remaining Questions, JB part of course.** *Required reading:* TBA.


*Optional outside reading:* Freud (1895) - Full Manuscript. *Optional textbook reading:* Chapter 11, Chapter 13, & Chapter 14.

November 26 (Thanksgiving Break-No Classes)
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